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WHAT’S NEW
1.  AZ-LED AQUARIUM HEATERS 
A superior quality heater unit from one of Asia’s most reliable 
makers. Temperature is indicated by a digital LED read out 
accurate to .05 degree. Priced to sell well compared to other 
comparable units available on our market.

2.  MARINA E.Z.CARE BETTA KIT UNITS 
An addition to the popular Marina Betta Kits, the all new EZ CARE 
Betta Kits by Marina - feature a self cleaning feature that flushes 
waste into a back chamber as fresh water is added to unit. A nice 
feature encouraging water replacement with filtration in a still 
water environment.

3.  FLUVAL ALGAE MAGNET WITH RAZOR 
Solving the problem of tough algae surfaces that normal magnet 
cleaners cant clean. Coming in two size models , each magnet has 
a sloping razor to enable it to remove even the toughest algae’s and  
water surface stains.

4.  EXO TERRA - CHOLLA CACTUS SKELETONS 
Adding to the comprehensive Exo Terra resin reptile range - the 
Cholla Cactus come in three sizes to suit all size reptile needs.   
A perfect replica that gives the appearance of the real cholla item 
so popular as a reptile hideout.

5.  LAM - LAMBS FLEECE COVERED DOG TOYS RANGE 
A great new range of dog toys coming in 5 series of three items 
- Cuddle Crackler’s, Cuddle Dental, Cuddle Farm, Cuddle Ball and 
Cuddle Jumbo in the range.  Attractive to dogs with their woolly 
feel - and priced at an economy level , bound to receive a good 
response from customers.

6.  ULTRA FRESH - TEETH, GUMS AND BREATH 
ROPE RANGE 
Featuring a real point of difference - Ultra Fresh Rope toys come 
in a range of rope bones , tuggs and dental massagers.  The full 
range has a strong mint smell and flavour to freshen the breath 
while cleaning the teeth.

7.  CHILL OUT - COOLING DOG PRODUCTS 
Available in time for summer sales - a range of 3 items to make 
summer more pleasant For dogs.  Featuring  an Ice Ball and Ice 
Bone range of two sizes with a hard exterior with hard sponge 
interior, that can be frozen and thaw out during day providing 
cooling and hydration.   In addition a range of 2 Dog Bowls that 
feature a cooling resin built in that keeps water cool on even the 
warmest day.
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For more information contact Pet Pacific Pty Ltd on  
(02) 4728 6000 or email petpacific@petpacific.com.au
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